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In a new 124-page report, activist short-seller Ben Axler, the CIO and founder of Spruce Point Capital, argues that Oatly faces “30%-70%
intermediate downside ... investors “are not focused on ...
Short-seller Spruce Point targets Oatly over financial statement and ESG concerns
The ninth edition of ISH Shanghai & CIHE – the trade sair for heating, ventilation, air conditioning and home comfort system will take place from 31
August – 2 September 2021 at the Shanghai New ...
ISH Shanghai & CIHE returns
At least 33 people have died and eight remain missing in central China, as authorities ramp up rescue and recovery efforts following devastating
floods that submerged entire neighborhoods, trapped ...
Death toll rises as passengers recount horror of China subway floods
Maglan Capital president David Tawil argued on Thursday that the "supply-demand imbalance" could lead to "a serious" global crisis within three to
five years.
Energy expert warns of ‘serious oil crisis’ within next five years
By the time the Iraqi government banished reporters like David Page, a veteran journalist who spent his formative years in Greenfield, he was
mentally and emotionally fried.As recalled by Page, who ...
Arts and Culture: Evolution of a foodie
CrossCountry Consulting, a leading business advisory firm, was recently ranked sixth on Accounting Today's annual listing of the Top 100 ValueAdded Resellers (VARs). This report is based on the ...
CrossCountry Consulting Recognized on Accounting Today's 2021 VAR 100 List
KRONOS PROVIDES THE SAFEST AIR SOLUTIONS FOR CONCERNED PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDRENLos Angeles CA, (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- KRONOS
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, INC. (OTC MARKETS: KNOS) ("KNOS" or the "Company"), ...
KRONOS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES REVIEWS SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ON THE EFFICACY OF MASKS AND FACE COVERINGS POSTPANDEMIC
The editor of the municipal newspaper in the Sakhalin Island town of Uglegorsk has been fired, publication suspended, and the paper's website
taken offline. Journalists say the shutdown was ...
Journalists Say Sakhalin Newspaper Shut Down Over Reporting On Russian Coal Producer
Boards across the world now recognise that nothing short of an audit renaissance will make them feel satisfied about their oversight on
cybersecurity challenges. The feared trillion-dollar number has ...
Shailesh Haribhakti discusses audit renaissance and the deployment of cyber and digital security measures
BANGKOK: Thailand’s leading market commentators discussed the state of the economy and the real estate industry in a media roundtable ahead of
the 16th edition of the PropertyGuru Thailand Property ...
16th PropertyGuru Thailand Property Awards forges ahead through buyer’s market, expands categories
House Republican leader Kevin McCarthy's new pilgrimage to Donald Trump shows there is no price a party that has slipped its moral moorings and
given up on democracy will not pay for power.
McCarthy puts political hopes above democracy with Trump pilgrimage
Mercy, a hospital network in Missouri, announced that all its employees would be required to be vaccinated by the end of September, with the state
now the US hotspot for the Delta variant of Covid-19.
Coronavirus: Minneapolis Fed to require employees to be vaccinated - as it happened
United States District Court Judge Robert C. Jones issued a temporary restraining order against Douglas County to restrain it from implementing
portions of the County’s new Vacation Home Rental (VHR) ...
Federal Judge issues Temporary Restraining Order against Douglas County regarding Vacation Home Rental Permit Holders,
Residents
This article examines the connection between nursing home facility size and density and the risk of COVID-19 illness and death and makes the case
for a fundamental change in nursing home facility ...
Policy Change to Put the Home Back Into Nursing Homes
The top dogs in the nation were crowned from an overall combined entry of more than 640 dogs this past weekend at the AKC National Obedience
Championship and AKC Rally ® National Championship.
American Kennel Club Crowns New National Champions in Obedience and Rally
KRONOS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, INC. (OTC MARKETS: KNOS) (“KNOS” or the “Company”), innovation-driven product development and
production company that has significantly changed the way air is moved, ...
KRONOS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES REVIEWS SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ON THE EFFICACY OF MASKS AND FACE ...
According to the Carson City Sheriff's Office booking report, a deputy attempted to stop a vehicle, which failed to yield and led to a brief pursuit. The
vehicle, which crashed into a large rock off ...
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